
Bana 1as are the world's favourite fruit. The average person eats about 1 o kg 
of b .. 1:.:1nas a year. There are more than 500 varieties including purple and 
red ~nes. The yellow one that you are most familiar with is probably the 
cave,.. ,,sh banana. 

Although the banana plant can grow up to 7 m, it is not a tree. It is actually 
the world's tallest herb! Bananas grow in hot tropical regions like the 
Caribbean, Central America and India. The exception to this is Iceland, 
where banana plants are grown in soil heated by geysers. 

A cluster of bananas is called a hand and consists of 10 to 20 bananas, 
which are known as fingers. They are available all year round and are 
harvested on every day of the year. Bananas are one of the few fruits that 
ripen best off the plant. This is why they are harvested green. If you buy 
bananas that aren't ripe, you can speed up the ripening process by sealing 
them in a brown paper bag with an apple or tomato overnight. 

The leaves of the bananas are large, flexible and waterproof and have 
been used to make paper, clothing, umbrellas and even 
houses in third world countries. In South India 
food is served on banana leaves and in South 
East Africa the leaf is used to w rap up food 
instead of plastic. Some farmers even grow 
banana plants exclusively for their leaves. Did 
you know that you can buy banana beer in 
Eastern Africa! 

Some horticulturists suspect that the 
banana was the earth's first fruit. One 
of the earl iest records of bananas dates 
back to Alexander the Great's conquest 
of Ind ia, where he first discovered the fruit 
in 327 sc. India is the world 's largest producer of 
bananas. To Indians, the flower from the banana leaf is 
sacred. During religious and important ceremonies such as 
weddings, banana flowers are tied around the head for good luck. 

• t 

In 2001, there were more than 300 banana-related accidents in Britain 
~ one, most involving people slipping on skins! 



BQ.()aJiQ. PQ.()tQ.Ke~ 
You will need an adult to help you when you are cooking the pancakes. 

Lt3 'f edien. -ts 
85 g of butter 

215 g of plain flour 

2 tablespoons of sugar 

2½ teaspoons of baking powder 
¼ teaspoon salt 

1 small, very ripe banana, peeled 
240 ml of milk 
2 eggs 

. ½ teaspoon vanilla essence 
Maple syrup and sliced bananas, 
for serving 

1 Cut the butter into 3 equal pieces. Put 2 of 
the butter pieces in a small saucepan and put 
the remaining piece aside. Put the _pan over 
medium heat and stir the butter with a wooden 
spoon until it melts. Remove the pan from the 
heat and set it aside to cool. 

2 In a medium mixing bowl, combine the flo~r, 
sugar, baking powder, and salt. Mix them with a 
fork until they are blended well. 

3 Put the banana in a small mixing bowl and mash 
it with a fork. Add the milk, eggs, and vanilla 
and stir with the fork until they are all blended 
together. Pour the banana mixture and the 
melted butter into the flour mixture. Mix gently 
into a batter with a spatu la. The batter should 
still be a bit lumpy. 

4 Put the frying pan over medium heat until it is hot. To test if the pan is hot enough, flick 
a drop of water onto it. It is ready if the drop dances quickly and evaporates. Put half of 
the remaining butter into the pan and spread it around with a large spatula (or an 'egg-
lifter'). Drop ¼ of the batter onto the pan and cook it until a few holes form on top of 
the pancake and the underside is 
golden brown (this takes about 
2 minutes). 

5 Carefully slide the spatula 
under the pancake and turn it 
over. Cook it until the bottom 
is golden brown and the top is 
puffed. Transfer it to a plate. 

6 Repeat the process and make 
three more pancakes with the 
remaining batter. Serve the 
pancakes with maple syrup and 
sliced bananas. 



uNIT 

ea A etiviti~s 
' - - - - --- - - -~- ----- -
rtact Finding 

~riety of banana is mentioned in the text? 

2. How is it possible to grow Bananas in Iceland? 

I J. How can you speed up the ripening process 
I of a banana at home? 

I 4. 240 millilitres of what are used in the recipe? 

5. How many pancakes will the recipe make? 
-- - - -- --- -- -------J'__choose the word closest in meaning to the underlined word. 11 1, There are more than 500 varieties. 4. Some farmers grow banana plants 

(a) distinctions (b) colours exclusively for their leaves. 
(c) types (d) incidents (a) solely (b) partially 

I 2. A cluster of bananas is called a hand. (c) mutually (d) moderately 
I (a) variety (b) bunch 5. Some horticulturists suspect that 
f (c) tonne (d) finger the banana was the earth's first fruit. 

I 3. The leaves of the bananas are large, (a) think (b) know 
flexible and waterproof. (c) understood (d) recognise 
(a) rigid ---~-.. 6. Bananas date back to Alexander 
(b) bendy the Great's conquest of India. 
(c) coarse '-,;;;;;;...--, (a) surrender (b) knowledge 
(d) glossy .______ (c) fear (d) capture 

r-- -----~---w- --- ---- - - ---·----- -
Choose the most suitable word for each sentence. 
1. The police are very ____ _ 

with hostile situations. (approving, 
harvested, familiar, jealous) 

2. Soccer players, with the 
of the keeper, cannot ha-n-dl_e __ 
the ball. (inclusion, addition, 
exception, hands) 

3· Crops are ____ at the end 
of the growing season . (harvested, 
departed, restored, exclusively) 

are ----experts on plants __ 
and crops. (Diplomats, Engineers, 
Architects, Horticulturists) 

5. A ____ is very useful for 
lifting a fried egg. (horticulturist, 
grater, sieve, spatula) 

6. Water ____ when it is 
boiled. (solidifies, evaporates, 
conquest, condensates) 



--- -- --- - - ,_~ 
Between the lines. c h: os; t.;; c;;; a~ w;;. - - - --- -

1. The banana plant is a 4. How long should a 
(a) tree. (b) herb. pancake take to cook? 
(c) spice. (d) vegetable. (a) Less than 2 minutes 

2. Which of the following is FALSE? (b) Exactly 2 minutes 
(a) Banana leaves are (c) More than 2 minutes 

used for food. (d) More than 20 minutes 
(b) Banana leaves are 5. You know when a pancake is 

used to wrap up food. cooked because 
(c) Banana leaves are ~~pl' (a) the bottom is goldend brown 

used to make clothes. ~ \I,; and the top is puffe · 
(d} Banana leaves are sl(A~ (b) the top is golden brown and 

used to build houses. the bottom is puffed. 
3. Which of these is NOT an (c) holes form on the underside of 

ingredient in banana pancakes? the pancake. 
(a) Sugar (b) Plain flour (d) it dances quickly in the pan 
(c) Turmeric (d) Vanilla essence and evaporates. 

- -
Grammar 
~tion is a word which shows the relationship between 
two other words. Examples - to, on, in, with, from, up, of, over, for. _:~ 
Rewrite this paragraph inserting the prepositions above. · .. """-

i Alexander Graham Bell was born __ Scotland __ 184 7. His deaf mother 
was a painter __ portraits. Bell wanted to work ___ the deaf. When he was 

"'-, __ his early 20s, he caught tuberculosis. He moved __ Canada looking __ 
a better climate. He recovered __ the disease and became an inventor. One 

I
I day while working __ an invention ___ his associate, Thomas Watson, he 

heard a sound coming __ the wire. It was the sound ___ Watson _ __ the 
next room. Bell drew __ a plan for the telephone. The next day he transmitted 
the famous words, "Mr. Watson, come here, I want ___ see you!" 

• 
- ____ .-_ _, __ 

Explore the Text 

~rossword and 
write clues, e.g. 

· ·I Across: 1. The part of the banana 
'I that causes accidents (4). 
I Down: 4. A drink made from 

bananas in East Africa (4). 

Invent a wacky dish like 'baked 
frog brains with a jellybean and 
toothpaste sauce' and then write 
the recipe, listing the ingredients 
and how to cook it. 


